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Abstract9

The Saharan dust event that occurred between the 22nd and 30th of June 2012 influenced the

atmospheric radiative properties over North Africa, the Iberian Peninsula, the Western Mediter-

ranean basin, extending its effects to France and Southern England. This event is well docu-

mented in satellite imagery, as well as on the air quality stations over the Iberian Peninsula and

the AERONET NASA network. In order to assess the effect of the model vertical resolution on the

extinction coefficient fields, as a proxy to the particulate matter concentrations in the atmosphere,

the WRF-Chem model was applied during this period over a mother domain with a resolution of

18 km, covering Europe and North Africa. To this end five model setups differing in the number

of vertical levels were tested. Model skills were evaluated by comparing the model results with

CALIPSO and EARLINET LIDAR data. Results show that the model is able to simulate the

higher level aerosol transport but are susceptible to the vertical resolution used. This is due to

the thickness of the transport layers which is, eventually, thinner than the vertical resolution of

the model.When comparing model results to the observed vertical profiles, it becomes evident

that the broad features of the extinction coefficient profile are generally reproduced in all model

configurations, but finer details are captured only by the higher resolution simulations.
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1. Introduction11

Over the last years full attention has been given to the modelling of aerosols by the scientific12

community with a special emphasis on Saharan dust outbreaks (Pey et al., 2013; Bozlaker et al.,13

2013; Laken et al., 2014).14

It is known that dust outbreaks can travel long distances, and that high amounts of dust are15

transported above the mixing layer at a typical height between four to five kilometres in the free16

troposphere, often in a thin plume that can grow up to one kilometre thick (Borge et al., 2008;17

Guerrero-Rascado et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2012), having regional to continental impact on the18

particulate matter measured in air quality networks and may also affect, directly and indirectly,19

the atmospheric radiative budget.Moreover, the study of dust outbreaks becomes of high interest20

as these particles can interact with solar and thermal radiation, perturbing the Earth’s radiative21

budget, with consequent impacts on climate (Santos et al., 2013; Antón et al., 2014) and also22

changing cloud microphysical properties by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (Weinzierl et al.,23

2011; Alam et al., 2014). Therefore, the understanding of the sensitivity of modelled simulations24

to the user defined parameters is crucial in order to get the most of the modelled results.25

Using a fully coupled meteorology-chemistry-aerosol model using different aerosol mechanisms26

Zhao et al. (2010) investigate the modelling sensitivities to dust emissions and aerosol size treat-27

ments over North Africa. In their work the authors have shown the differences given by each28

different mechanism, as well as the effect on the shortwave radiative forcing. More recently, Fast29

et al. (2014) studied the performance of the Weather Research and Forecasting regional model30

with chemistry (WRF-Chem) in simulating the spatial and temporal variations in aerosol mass,31

composition, and size. Albeit showing that the model is capable to reproduce the overall synoptic32

conditions that controls the transport and mixing of trace gases and aerosols, and hence the overall33

spatial and temporal variability of aerosols and their precursors, there are cases where the local34

transport of some aerosol plumes were either too slow or too fast.35

The impact of the vertical discretization on model results has been address by several authors36

and different approaches have been used to tackle it. An example of such approach is the devel-37

opment of a parametrization that allows to take into account the sub-grid dispersion and mixing38
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(Byun and Dennis, 1995). Yet, the non-linearity of the vertical profile makes this method hard39

to implement for every atmospheric dynamical setting. Several authors have also approached this40

problem by coupling the regional scale model with a large eddy simulation models in order to re-41

solve the sub-grid processes that occur (Aristodemou et al., 2009; Hara et al., 2009). However, this42

technique is difficult to apply over large domains and it is not suitable for long term modelling due43

to its computational costs. Lastly, by decreasing the vertical grid increments, thus increasing the44

vertical model resolution, a better discretization can be achieved keeping the physical consistency45

between the meteorological and chemical variables (Byun and Dennis, 1995; Menut et al., 2013).46

It is known that physical features that can be well resolved by the horizontal grid increment should47

also be resolvable by the vertical grid increment (and vice versa). If the vertical grid increment48

is too coarse to satisfy this criterion, the resulting truncation error will generate spurious gravity49

waves during the simulation and the features will be poorly rendered by the model (Warner, 2010).50

The mathematical relationship that defines consistency between the vertical and horizontal grid51

increments has been defined differently by different authors. However, the studies found in the52

literature are often mechanism dependent (Pecnick and Keyser, 1989; Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz,53

1989; Persson and Warner, 1991). The impact of the vertical resolution at surface on chemistry-54

transport modelling has been addressed by Menut et al. (2013). The authors show in their work55

that by increasing the vertical discretization the model was able to better reproduce the surface56

concentrations.57

Southern Europe countries are exposed to the influence of Saharan dust outbreaks (Guerrero-58

Rascado et al., 2009; Santos et al., 2013). Due to their impacts on air quality several institutions59

have implemented operational products on atmospheric dust loads (Terradellas et al., 2014). Up60

to the moment the WRF-chem model has not been implemented in operational mode for this61

purpose and diagnostic studies are still scarce over the Iberian Peninsula (IP). The objective of62

the present work lays on the study of the influence of the vertical grid resolution on the dust lift63

and transport with the WRF-chem model. This is accomplished by using five different vertical64

model discretizations and comparing the modelled results with LIDAR observations, both from65

satellite and from surface.66
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2. Method and Data67

2.1. Model Setup68

A Saharan dust event that occurred between 22th and 30th of June 2012 has influenced the69

atmospheric radiative properties over North Africa, the Iberian Peninsula (IP) and the Western70

Mediterranean basin, extending to France and Southern England. This event is well documented71

in satellite imagery as well as in the air quality stations over the IP and the AERONET NASA72

network.73

The location of the primary dust sources in North Africa has already been identified by several74

authors (Prospero et al., 2002; Obregón et al., 2012) and the circulation patterns associated with75

the dust transport is well documented in the literature (Guerrero-Rascado et al., 2009; Obregón76

et al., 2012). Taking this knowledge into account a domain covering both the IP and North Africa77

was designed, as shown in Figure 1, in order to correctly simulate the dust source, the transport78

and the particulate matter concentration at the air quality locations.79

The community model WRF-Chem version 3.5.1 (Grell et al., 2005) was used to simulate all80

the identified period taking into consideration a 48 hours spin up. Initial and lateral boundary81

conditions from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) for meteorological fields and MOZART-82

4/GEOS-5 (Emmons et al., 2010) for chemical species with the Pfister et al. (2011) implemen-83

tation were provided to the model at six hour intervals. Grided anthropogenic emissions were84

calculated on the basis of two available emission inventories datasets, namely, the European85

Monitoring and Evaluation Program (EMEP) data base (www.ceip.at/emission-data-webdab/86

emissions-used-in-emep-models) over Europe complemented with the REanalysis of the TRO-87

pospheric chemical composition over the past 40yr RETRO emission inventory. The EMEP in-88

ventory for 2011 provided total annual emission of nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO),89

sulphur oxides (SOx), ammonia (NH4), non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC), and90

particulate matter (PM) over Europe with a grid resolution of 50 km grouped in 11 source types.91

The procedure followed to build the emissions interface is derived from that of the CHIMERE92

model (Bessagnet et al., 2008) and adapted by Tuccella et al. (2012) specifically for WRF-Chem.93

For the model domain not covered by the EMEP emissions, the standard REanalysis of the TRO-94
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pospheric chemical composition over the past 40yr (RETRO) emission inventory, with a resolution95

of 50 km, were used following the Freitas et al. (2010) methodology. Fire emissions for the simu-96

lated period were taken from the NCAR’s Fire Inventory (FINN) emissions model and given to the97

model according to the Wiedinmyer et al. (2011) procedure. The biogenic emissions are calculated98

through the MEGAN Model (Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature) (Guenther99

et al., 2006).100

The gas phase chemical mechanism used in this work was the CBMZ (Carbon Bond Mecha-101

nism) photochemical mechanism (Zaveri and Peters, 1999) and the aerosol mechanism the MO-102

SAIC (Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry) aerosol model considering eight103

sectional aerosol bins (Zaveri et al., 2008) implemented by Fast et al. (2006) into WRF-Chem,104

which also includes more complex treatments of aerosol radiative properties and photolysis rates.105

The set of parametrizations used in the model physical configuration were the Lin et al. micro-106

physics Scheme (Lin et al., 1983), Goddard shortwave radiation scheme (Chou and Suarez, 1994),107

RRTMG (Rapid Radiative Transfer Model) longwave radiation model (Mlawer et al., 1997), the108

MM5 similarity surface layer scheme (Zhang and Anthes, 1982), the Noah Land Surface Model109

(Tewari et al., 2004), the MellorYamadaJanjic Planetary Boundary Layer scheme (Janjic, 1994)110

and the Grell 3D Ensemble Scheme for cumulus parametrization (Grell and Dévényi, 2002). The111

main chemical parametrization used were the Fast-J photolysis scheme (Wild et al., 2000), GO-112

CART with AFWA modifications described by Ginoux et al. (2001) was used to include dust and113

sea salt emissions. The Wesely (1989) dry deposition velocities parametrization are used, as well114

as, the full wet deposition module, coupled with aqueous chemistry, available in WRF/Chem, and115

aerosols direct and indirect effects are accounted in the simulations (Chapman et al., 2009). A116

detailed description of the WRF-Chem model and the computation of aerosol optical properties117

can be found in Fast et al. (2006) and Barnard et al. (2010).118

To study the influence of the vertical grid resolution on the dust lift and transport four sim-119

ulations were performed using different numbers of vertical level, starting at 30 and going up to120

100 vertical levels - 030L, 040L, 060L, 080L and 100L. All these simulations have an horizontal121

resolution of 18 km and an adaptative time step always lower than 108 seconds was applied to122
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ensure numerical stability.123

2.2. Observed Data124

To assess the model skill in simulating the vertical distribution of aerosols two observed dataset125

were used. The first dataset consists on the 532 nm extinction coefficient from Cloud-Aerosol Lidar126

Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) Level 2 Aerosols Profile product derived127

from the CALIOP backscatter LIDAR instrument. This product also accounts for the retrieval128

uncertainties derived in 5 km along-track segments at 60 m vertical resolution, separated into129

contiguous daytime and night time granule files and the extinction coefficient is derived using the130

Hybrid Extinction Retrieval Algorithm described by Young and Vaughan (2009). The night and131

day time satellite passages as well as all the available passages matching the domain of interest132

and period were considered - Figure 1.133

The second dataset corresponds to the 532 nm extinction coefficients for the ground LIDAR134

stations of the European Aerosol Research LIdar NETwork (EARLINET). A full description of135

this dataset can be found in the Schneider et al. (2000) report. From this network three stations136

located inside the domain of interest were considered - Évora, Madrid and Barcelona. The location137

of these stations can be found in Figure 1.138

2.3. Model Skill Analysis139

Several measures, based on Keyser and Anthes (1977) and Pielke (2002), were used to quantify140

the model skill,namely:141

• Accuracy, as the degree of closeness of measurements of a quantity to that quantity actual142

value.143

• Deviation of the modelled data in relation to observed values:144

φ′i = φi − φi,obs (1)
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• Bias, which represents the mean deviation of the modelled data in relation to the observed145

values.146

Bias =
1

N

N∑
i=1

φ′i (2)

• The Root Mean Square Error.147

E =

√√√√√ N∑
i=1

(φi − φi,obs)
2

N
(3)

• The Root Mean Square Error after the removal of a constant bias.148

EUB =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

[(
φi − φ

)
−
(
φi,obs − φobs

)]2
N

(4)

• Standard deviation for the modelled - equation 5 - and observed - equation 6 - data.149

S =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(
φi − φ

)2
N

(5)

Sobs =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(
φi,obs − φobs

)2
N

(6)

were i is the temporal index and N is the number of elements of φ considered.150

151

Given this, a perfect forecast would observe the following criteria:152

• S ≈ Sobs153

• E < Sobs154

• EUB < Sobs155
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• Bias2 < E2
156

• Pearson Correlation (R) ≈ 1157

Furthermore, the modelled results are considered to be accurate when:158

φi,obs − ∆φi,obs < φi < φi,obs + ∆φi,obs.159

3. Results and Discussion160

3.1. Synoptic Setting161

During the first three days of the simulated period - 23rd to 25th of June - the IP is under the162

influence of an anticyclonic system that prevents the arrival of the frontal system that is developing163

in the North Atlantic. This blockage produces clear sky weather conditions and a strong surface164

heating, leading to the development of thermal low over the IP. At the same time, a deep convective165

storm initiates and matures over North Africa. This storm produces strong surface winds that lift166

high amounts of dust, creating an atmospheric mixing layer with high dust loads. This event is167

well documented in satellite imagery, in the data acquired at the air quality stations over the IP168

and the AERONET NASA network (not shown but analysed).169

At the following days the high pressure system undergoes a northward displacement, allowing170

the dust rich air mass transport to the North, reaching the southern and western coast of the IP on171

the 26th of June. During this event the IP is free of clouds, the air mass that is transported from172

North Africa creates a fairly dry environment and the aerosol dust mass transported to the study173

domain is not polluted, therefore, hygroscopicity and aerosol indirect effects are not expected to174

play a dominant role.175

In the end of the simulated period - 28th to 30th of June - a frontal system sweeps the study176

area, bringing cold and dust free air to the IP.177

According to MODIS satellite images few fire hot spots were sensed over the IP during the178

simulated period of this event (not shown) making this event an opportunity to study the influence179

of dust aerosol in the atmosphere during summer time, excluding the influence of major wildfires180

usually occurring over the IP during this season.181
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3.2. CALIPSO vs WRF Model182

The WRF-Chem simulated extinction coefficient at 532 nm for three CALIPSO satellite swaths183

on 26 and 28 of June at 0200 UTC has well as on the 28th of June at 1300 UTC was interpolated184

to match the CALIPSO track and compared with CALIPSO retrieved extinction coefficient at 532185

nm for the five performed simulations, as can be observed in Figure 2.186

As can be seen in Figure 2, WRF-Chem overestimates the extinction coefficient retrieved by187

CALIPSO but captures the temporal and vertical variations along the CALIPSO track. Moreover,188

all the simulations are capable to broadly reproduce the CALIPSO pattern. However, a finer189

discretization of the model vertical grid produces differences to the modelled extinction coefficient,190

specially along the border of high values of extinction coefficient, in areas where high gradients are191

present or where local and small scale processes are dominant. For all the compared days, it can192

be observed that the increase of vertical resolution produces extinction coefficient patterns that do193

not reach as high as the lower resolution simulations. Moreover, it can be seen that for areas with194

high spatial variability of this optical property - e.g. 28th of June at 0200 UTC around 28 ◦N -195

and also in areas where the mixing layer processes are dominant in relation to the distribution of196

aerosols - over 40 ◦N and near the Gibraltar straight (approximated location at 36 N - 5.5 W) -197

significant differences between simulations can be detected, specially near the surface levels, with198

the lower resolution simulations showing a more smoothed distribution of the extinction coefficient199

values and hence of the aerosols loads in the atmosphere.200

When comparing the accuracy of the simulations in reproducing the CALIPSO LIDAR extinc-201

tion coefficient, (table 1), no evident pattern can be recognized. In some cases the increase of202

the vertical resolution leads to an improvement in the accuracy and in other cases it decreases it.203

However, all simulations present similar relative accuracy. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that for204

the 28th of June at 0200 UTC, the day with more observed grid points, the satellite swath where205

more small scale features are depicted in the observations, the increase of the vertical resolution206

produces better results, with the highest accuracy being achieved by the 080L simulation.207

By providing an high resolution vertical profile of the extinction coefficient for the study do-208

main, this dataset allows for a unique approach for comparing modelled results with observations.209
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Table 1: Simulations extinction coefficient accurate grid points (%) in June 2012 - night passages in light grey and

day passages in dark grey.

Date

levels
030L 040L 060L 080L 100L

26 at 0200 UTC 34.3 32.8 31.3 30.9 30.4

26 at 1300 UTC 14.8 17.5 16.1 14.2 16.1

28 at 0200 UTC 17.7 16.2 15.5 20.1 18.4

28 at 1300 UTC 26.5 26.6 24.6 25.7 21.1

30 at 0200 UTC 37.8 37.6 35.8 34.1 37.1

However, the acquired observed values are affected by a large uncertainty which is typically ≈ 40%210

for the extinction coefficient according to Vaughan et al. (2004) and Liu et al. (2008). Moreover,211

there is often missing data in areas of extreme interest - the lower levels and in areas where impor-212

tant processes are responsible for dust emissions and its distribution in the atmosphere - e.g. for213

26th at 0200 UTC and 28th at 1300 UTC. Therefore, the choice of the best simulation considering214

only this dataset is not straightforward and other data sources must be considered.215

3.3. EARLINET vs WRF Model216

The EARLINET LIDAR extinction coefficient vertical profiles give an estimate of the aerosol217

distribution and evolution during the Saharan dust event in the lower troposphere - between 500218

and 3000 m of altitude - providing a best estimate of aerosol in these levels when compared to the219

CALIPSO products. The combination of this dataset with the CALIPSO allows us to obtain a220

better estimate of the model skill and permit to a better understanding of the effect of the vertical221

discretization on the model results.222

Figure 3 shows the skill measures for all the performed simulations, using all stations within223

the domain with available data during the study period. In this figure it is possible to see that all224

simulations overestimate the observed variability - S/Sobs > 1 - as well as the observed extinction225

coefficient - E/Sobs > 0 - even after the removal of a constant bias (EUB/Sobs > 0). However, the226

BIAS2/E2 is small (close to zero), showing that the error associated with the peak displacement of227
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the model results is small when compared to the its E. Moreover, the majority of the simulations228

present a Pearson Correlation (R) near 50 %. These results of skill measures also show an increase229

of skill for the simulations with higher resolutions, with the exception of the simulation 100L,230

where the skill measure shows a deterioration.231

The simulation that performed best when considering this skill analysis was the 080L. This232

result can be associated with a better description of the local scale processes that dominate over233

areas that significantly affect the dust transport. Namely near Gibraltar where the Levant wind234

(gap wind) together with land-ocean-land discontinuity will create a blockage to the dust trans-235

port within the mixing layer. Changing the vertical resolution will therefore change the vertical236

distribution of dust. It should be stressed that during the simulated period the atmosphere is dry237

(air mass from North Africa) and there is no moist convection nor other phenomena that could238

significantly change the aerosol distribution.239

The deterioration of skill when increasing the resolution from 80 to 100 levels may happen240

due to limitation in numerics, i.e. WRF-Chem diffusion is explicitly determined. Moreover the241

increase of vertical resolution is not followed by an increase of the horizontal resolution, leading242

to poorly rendered features, which is an expected result. Also with this resolution the model can243

implicitly solve some features which are also being parametrized. Nonetheless, the skill of the 100L244

simulation is higher than the skill of simulations that use vertical levels commonly used (30 to 40245

levels).246

The previous analysis allows for the quantification of the model skill when compared to ob-247

servations. In cases where the model is capable of reproducing the observed pattern, but with248

different amplitude or displacement, it can be considered that the model does not have skill in249

reproducing the observations.250

The vertical profiles of extinction coefficient at 532 nm for Barcelona for several of the simulated251

days can be seen in Figure 4. This figure illustrates the aforementioned effect in Figure 4 a) the252

model is able to reproduce accurately the spacial location of the layer where high concentration253

of aerosols are present - high extinction coefficient - in all simulations, but is failing to reproduce254

their amount. Similarly, in Figure 4 d) the same effect occurs but in this case, the change of the255
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vertical levels significantly affects the location of the aerosol layer.256

In Figure 4 b) two distinct aerosol layers can be identified at an altitude of 1.0 and 2.5 km -257

through the high extinction coefficient values. In this case the model simulates the first layer above258

its observed location and also underestimates its extinction coefficient magnitude; it is noticeable259

that the number of levels for the vertical resolution choice produces different aerosol amounts- the260

higher the resolution the higher the extinction coefficient. Moreover, it can be seen that the model261

presents lack of skill in simulating the second aerosol layer. Only the 60 level simulation was able262

to capture a weak signal in simulating this layer.263

In the case shown in Figure 4 c) it is possible to see that the model has skill in simulating the264

extinction coefficient profile and it is able to reproduce the observed profile in every performed265

simulation with few differences on the location of the aerosols layers.266

The simulation BIAS considering the observed period and all EALINET stations can be seen267

in table 2268

Table 2: Simulations BIAS for the extinction coefficient profile (km−1) - all EARLINET stations available for the

study domain were used.

levels 030L 040L 060L 080L 100L

BIAS 0.029 0.027 0.025 0.016 0.022

Considering the previous analysis it is possible to see that the the different simulations produce269

significant changes to the BIAS. From table 2 it is possible to see that by increasing the vertical270

resolution to 80 vertical levels, there is a reduction in model BIAS, and a consequent decrease in271

the extinction coefficient of 45 %.272

As mentioned before, Zhao et al. (2010) investigate the modelling sensitivities to dust emissions273

and aerosol size treatments over North Africa. In their work the authors show that the differences274

given by each different mechanism can lead to an increase of the extinction coefficient as large as 12275

% (MADE/SORGRAM compared to MOSAIC). Moreover, the choice of the physical parametriza-276

tion, (Misenis and Zhang, 2010), and the description of the dust fluxes, (Kang et al., 2011) can277

significantly change particle matter concentration, especially within the planetary boundary layer.278
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This analysis of the WRF-Chem simulations and their comparison with the available observa-279

tions emphasis the importance of the choice of the number of vertical levels when simulating the280

transport of dust in the atmosphere. The changes to the modelled extinction coefficient depicted281

in this analysis can be as important as the choice of the model parametrization, providing an282

overview on the influence of vertical levels in model uncertainties.283

4. Concluding Remarks284

Atmospheric chemistry models are known to be sensitive to user defined model parameters.285

This work focuses on the study of the influence of the vertical grid resolution on the dust lift and286

transport. In order to achieve this goal, a Saharan dust event that occurred between 22th and 30th287

of June, 2012 was simulated using the WRF-Chem model. Five simulations using different number288

of vertical levels, 30, 40, 60, 80 and 100 levels, were performed and the results compared against289

the extinction coefficient LIDAR vertical profile observations, both from CALIPSO satellite and290

from surface EARLINET stations.291

The analysed results have shown that the performed simulations where able to broadly repro-292

duced the temporal and vertical extinction coefficient patterns found in the CALIPSO LIDAR293

observations. Moreover, it was found that the increase of model vertical resolution better depicts294

the small scale extinction coefficient patterns that are often associated to regions where local and295

small scale processes are dominant, and areas of high concentration gradients of aerosols. However,296

we noticed that increasing the vertical resolution beyond a certain point (from 80 to 100 levels, in297

our case) may result in no further improvement (or slight deterioration) of model skill. In addition,298

when comparing the modelled to the EARLINET ground stations, it was possible to observe that299

the model is able to capture the location of the aerosol layers, but with a large error of its extinc-300

tion coefficient. The analysis of the skill measures showed that each simulation presented a large301

error (E/Sobs > 0) and an overestimation of the observed variability (S/Sobs > 1). Furthermore, it302

was also seen that the model is sensitive to the choice of the vertical resolution, showing significant303

differences in the aerosol layer location and extinction coefficient amplitude as the vertical grid304

increments are changed. It also shows an increase of the model skill when the vertical resolution305
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increases, with the best results being achieved for the 080L simulation.306
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Figure 1: Representation of the model domain, CALIPSO satellite swaths (coloured lines), location of the EAR-

LINET ground stations (green dots) and model surface erodible fraction (shaded).
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Figure 2: CALIPSO retrieved extinction coefficient (km−1) at 532 nm. The three columns denote the extinction

coefficient cross sections on 26th of June at 0200 UTC, 28th of June at 0200 UTC and 28th of June at 1300 UTC.

The rows denote, from top to bottom: CALIPSO retrievals, WRF-Chem 030L, 040L, 060L and 080L.
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Figure 3: Vertical profiles of extinction coefficient at 532 nm skill chart - all EARLINET stations available for the

study domain were used.
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Figure 4: Vertical profiles of extinction coefficient (km−1) at 532 nm at Barcelona for a) 22nd of June at 1800 UTC,

b) 25th of June at 1500 UTC, c) 27th of June at 1000 UTC and d) 28th of June at 1400 UTC.
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